Abstract. Quad-rotors have been a very popular topic for research in the current literature because of its capability to perform different tasks autonomously. This paper focuses on the modeling of a quad-rotor aircraft dynamics based on experimental data. It will be demonstrated that a linear model could represent its dynamics despite of quadrotor's strong nonlinearities. Also, it will be shown how a quad-rotor aircraft system works, its typical mathematical model according with literature and a brief history of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles.
Introduction
Technology has been evolving through the years and has given us the possibility to build and create complex machines. We are witnessing the new era of robots, where the use of quad-rotor machines, known as drones, in our daily lives has been on the increase. Thanks to technology, these aircrafts can handle many tasks autonomously in natural and man-made environments. Therefore, strong knowledge in the areas of electronics, control, and mechanics is important to understand the behavior of these aerial robotic systems.
A Brief History of UAVs
Contrary to many people's belief, drones or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles [1] (UAVs) are not a recent invention, going back a few decades. The UAVs have a rich history that goes back many years back and as a result of this, the human kind can use and explore the many possibilities that these rotorcrafts offer us.
The idea of building flying machines was first conceived around 2,500 years ago in ancient Greece and China. According to [2] , the first known autonomous flying machine has been credited to Archytas from the city of Tarantas in southern Italy, also known as Archytas the Tarantine. In the same era, in China, in about 400 BC, the first document that showed the idea of a vertical flight aircraft was found.
Many centuries later, an aircraft, called aerial screw or air gyroscope [3] , capable of hovering was designed by Leonardo Da Vinci in 1483. The first manned flight took place in 1783 using a hot air balloon designed by the Montgolfier brothers. As a result of these events, several flying machines were designed until the first helicopter was created in 1860s and later the fixed wing aircraft was introduced.
Today UAVs are more complex and reliable than before, thanks to the advancement of technology. Nowadays, aircrafts can manage different tasks [4] , such as: inspection of structures, transportation of medical supplies, communication through network for rescue missions, and more.
Related Work
There are several kinds of methods to identify the unknown UAV's parameters considering their dynamics. Measurement of vehicle parameters, such as inertias, lift, and drag coefficients are commonly used to obtain nonlinear models. However, such values are difficult to obtain with a certain level of accuracy. Therefore, scientists have applied different methodologies to acquire UAV's parameters.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a globally optimal method for solving optimization problems such as quad-rotors system. Real-coded GA and Distributed Genetic Algorithm (DGA) [5] [6] [7] are used to determine the unknown parameters.
Least square method, maximum likelihood estimation, neural network identification, the fuzzy system identification, and wavelet network identification methods are used in identification of model [8, 9] . Some examples of these identification methods are: ARX Model is an identification method to determine linear systems [10] [11] [12] , RBF-ARX Model combine the linear ARX model structure with Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBF) [13, 14] and Fuzzy Modeling which describes the dynamic characteristics of complex and nonlinear dynamics.
Motivation for System Identification
The model of a quad-rotor commonly involves dynamic forces, momentums, and torques produced by the physical aircrafts elements such as propellers, sensing units, motors, airframes, and so on. Here lies the main problem when the rotorcraft's mathematical model is required. Different quad-rotor's elements, as mentioned before, change the dynamics and the parameters of a model and many of those parameters are difficult to obtain in an experiment.
Having an alternative method to obtain the quad-rotors model would improve the process of the design of the control algorithm without affecting the type of propellers, BLDC motors or airframe the aircraft has. This identification method has several advantages:
1. It reduces the amount of time wasted on obtaining the quad-rotor's parameters of the model in an experiment. This costs a lot of work and does not guarantee accuracy and can not detect important dynamics. 2. The algorithm can be used for modeling similar quad-rotor systems with larger or shorter propellers, bigger or smaller motors, different weight of the structure, and so on.
Quad-rotor
There are different configurations for an aircraft depending on the number of motors. These configurations are: Tricopter, quadcopter, hexacopter, and octocopter. Another difference, beside the number of motors, is the shape of the frame. Therefore, there exists different variations of aircrafts even though the number of motors remains the same. The type of rotorcraft used in this paper is a quad-copter in X configuration.
Quad-rotor Characteristics
The quad-rotor rotorcraft is an aircraft with four rotors in a square. Due to this configuration, it is possible to hover, mover forward, sideward, up, down, and turn about the roll, pitch, and yaw axes separately. The four rotors spin clockwise and counter-clockwise like it is shown in Fig. 1 . Clockwise (CW) motors, shown in blue, use normal propellers and counter-clockwise (CCW) motors, shown in red, use pusher propellers. This four-rotor aircraft has some advantages over typical helicopter. Due to rotation of the motors (clock and counter-clockwise), gyroscopic effects, and aerodynamic torques tend to cancel in flight.
Throttle input is the sum of the thrust of each motor (motors 1, 2, 3, and 4). This force makes the quad-copter fly. Roll movement is obtained by increasing or reducing the speed of rear motors (motors 2 and 4) and reducing or increasing front motors (motors 3 and 1) respectively. Pitch movement is obtained similarly using lateral motors. Lastly, yaw movement is obtained by increasing or decreasing the speed of the counter-clockwise motors while decreasing or increasing the speed of the clockwise motors. Figure 2 shows the UAV's angles of rotation. 
Quad-rotor System
A description of the quad-rotor used for the experiments: 
Quad-rotor Dynamic Model
The dynamic model of the quad-rotor is firstly formulated in this section. Then a model based on experimental data will be obtained.
Rigid Body Dynamics
Quad-rotor's dynamics are represented by two reference frames: earth fixed O E and body fixed O B frame. See Fig. 3 . O E is the fixed frame to the earth where X points to the south, Y points to the west, and Z point up. On the other hand, O B is the fixed frame of the quad-rotor's body whose x, y, and z are defined along the axes of the quadcopter. As a consequence 12 variables define the dynamical system of the quad-rotor [15] . Fig. 3 . Quad-rotor frame of reference.
1. Six states define the position of the system in the three dimensional space:
Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z) points to the center of gravity of the quadcopter and their time derivative (u, v, w) defines the speed of the center of gravity relative to the earth. 2. Six states define the attitude of the system: Euler angles (φ, θ, ψ) represent the roll, pitch, and yaw respectively and their time derivatives (p, q, r) describe the rotation of the quad-rotor.
According to Fig. 3 , F 1 ,F 2 , F 3 , and F 4 are the forces applied to the rigid body by the motors. The effect of these forces produces roll angle (φ), pitch angle (θ), and yaw angle (ψ). Four control inputs can be defined according to these four forces acting on the quad-rotors rigid body:
(1) F i and M i are the thrust and torque generated by rotor i (i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) and l represents the length of the arm from the rotor to the center of mass. In [16] and [17] , the Eq. (1) can be expressed in terms of equations, governing dynamics of the quadrotor as:ẍ = U 1 m (cos φ sin θ cos ψ + sin φ sin ψ) ,
The position of the center of mass in the inertial coordinate system is (x, y, z); φ, θ, and ψ are the quad-rotor's attitude; m, I xx , I yy , and I zz are the mass and the moments of inertia respectively; J R and Ω R are the moments of inertia and angular velocity of the propeller blades; and g is the gravity.
Quad-rotor Identification Model from Experimental Data
The quad-rotor system can be treated as MIMO (Multiple Inputs and Multiple Outputs) system. See 
System Identification Algorithm
The Fig. 5 shows the flow diagram of the identification algorithm. The first step to obtain the model is to prepare the data for system identification. Once the data is obtained from experiments, it has to be imported into Matlab environment.
The data has to be represented in time and frequency domains using the iddata function. This function creates an iddata object containing a time-domain output signal y and an input signal u. Also, the sample time of the experimental data has to be specified. Then a data selection is done to create independent data sets for estimation and validation.
The second step is to determine which model will be used to represent the linear system. The transfer function model is a numeric model that represents a linear system with fixed numerical coefficients. Those fixed coefficients are the numerator and denominator of the transfer function. For the Matlab System Identification Toolbox, the transfer function model describes the relationship between the inputs and outputs of a dynamic system using a ratio of polynomials.
The transfer function model, in continous time, has the following form:
where Y (s) and U (s) represent the Laplace transforms of the output and input, respectively. The equation (3) represents a single-input single-output (SISO) contionus transfer function. A multi-input multi-output (MIMO) transfer function has n SISO transfer function depending on the input-output system. It has the following form:
where G ij (s) is the SISO transfer function between the i th output and j th input. The validation model is the last step to verify the accuracy of the model obtained. The validation data is used to check how the model system behaves and after that, do some refinements if the model requires it.
Obtaining the Models from System Identification
Matlab has a System Identification Toolbox which is used to identify a linear model of the quad-rotor system. Experimental data was obtained and tested to get transfer functions from the roll and pitch axis. The best transfer functions that fit the data are the following:
From input u 1 to output y 1 : .
From Matlab System Identification Toolbox, it is possible to obtain a pair of transfer functions that represent the dynamics of the roll and yaw axis. This model can be used on later stages to design a controller with better performance.
Results
The dataset obtained was divided in two sized data for both roll and pitch axis. First part was used to find the transfer functions of Eq. (5) and Eq.(6). The second part was used as validation data, in order to validate the model estimated.
Model Validation
The Fig. 6 shows the simulation of the roll and pitch axis from the estimated models respectively. The performance of the estimated models is quite good, although there are some parts in the figure where those models cannot represent the dynamics of the quad-rotor. This behavior is expected because the dynamics models are linear and the quad-rotor dynamics are normally represented by nonlinear models. 
Conclusion
This paper presents a system identification method of a quad-rotor in X configuration based on a linear model. The estimated models represent the quad-rotor dynamics quite well, despite some irregularities in the estimated outputs system. It can be seen that the rapid changes in the quad-rotor dynamics, could be difficult to estimate for the linear models proposed in this paper.
The Matlab System Identification Toolbox is demonstrated to be a good tool for a quick modeling of a quad-rotor system. The transfer functions for the roll and pitch axis shows that a linear model can estimate the quad-rotor dynamics, even though the system have strong non-linearities.
Future research include the design of a controller based on the models proposed in this paper, the implementation of a neural network to obtain a nonlinear model which will improve the estimated output system, and the design of a stabilization control for the quad-rotor.
